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      This is well-written and sets out the journey well for the student. It is up to date [as it] covers the 6Cs, evidence-based practice, the use of reflection and critical thinking... A must-have item on the nursing student's book list.




  
          Jane Brown, quality governance manager, Clinical Support, Worcester Acute NHS




              


    
      



 


 
      A well thought out introduction to professional portfolios. Guides the student through developing a personal portfolio, helping them to showcase their knowledge and skills.




  
          Ms Patricia Conaghan




              


    
      



 


 
      gives excellent guidelines to writing and maintaining a professional portfolio




  
          Mrs marina kendrick




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent resource for students




  
          Mrs Beryl Ann Cooledge




              


    
      



 


 
      A great read which enables students to not only start and continue developing their portfolios but enables nursing students to realize the importance and potential of a portfolio for professional practice.




  
          Mrs Donna Stephanie Lewis




              


    
      



 


 
      aids & supports student development on the three year nursing programme when submitting their portfolio work




  
          Mr Hywel Thomas




              


    
      



 


 
      To support student's portfolio development and underpinning knowledge




  
          Miss Michelle Chappell




              


    
      



 


 
      A useful book that includes strategies for reflecting upon and recording learning experiences that are relevant to  life long learning.




  
          Mr Dean Whybrow




              


    
      



 


 
      A useful book for student nurses as well as nurse lecturers using portfolio for assessment. Some of the activities were a little basic for me and I would have liked to have seen more about e-portfolios




  
          Mr Paul Smith




              


    
      



 


 
      I recommend this text for both students and tutors




  
          Mrs Janette Barker




              


    
      



 


 
      Another great title within the 'Transforming nursing practice' series. 

Useful and practical advice for both qualified nurses looking to enhance and update their portfolio, as well as final year student nurses making the transition to accountable practitioner.

An essential read for revalidation.




  
          Mr Justin Dobson




              


    
      



 


 
      A comprehensive , user friendly text -most suitable for nursing students . The content is clear , informative and relevant to present practice. Each section is related to the NMC standards and incorporates developmental activities.  I am sure this will be valuable resource for both student and

tutor.




  
          Miss Delyth Meirion Owen




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is provides an easy step by step guide to students on how to compile a professional portfolio, providing good examples of good practice and links to NMC Domains.




  
          Mr Sean Thomas Baker




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent read for both student and qualified nurses. It is easy to read, provides clear and concise information on how to compile a portfolio, what to include and its importance in demonstrating competence. It will provide essential reading for those seeking to provide evidence for revalidation




  
          Mrs Susan Jean Holmes




              


    
      



 


 
      This has always been a great book to help nursing students understand professional portfolio compilation - the new edition continues to be helpful and relevant.




  
          Dr Gabrielle Thorpe




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is a great guide to portfolio development.

A  clear 'how to' embed the process during undergraduate study and beyond into revalidation




  
          Mrs Meriel Chudleigh




              


    
      



 


 
      Adopted by Sheffield Hallam University.

This is timely publication  as we move towards Revalidation.

The text provides a practical approach to creating and developing a high quality professional portfolio.   Direct links to the NMC Standards guide and support  the reader through a range of activities and reflections.




  
           Celia Yeardley




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an invaluable guide that guides the reader step by step in producing a high quality portfolio. With the NMC Revalidation about to commence this will be a useful guide to both students and qualified staff.




  
          Mrs Linda Robson




              


    
      



 


 
      easy read with numerous examples offered, relates to code of conduct and the national drives, well written




  
          Ms carol-anne westwell




              


    
      



 


 
      A considered, thoughtful and useful text which has particular relevance given the current developments within nursing and health & social care overall.




  
          Miss Laura Guest
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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